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Abstract: Primal ideal has been introduced and discussed in the literature. In the present note we
commence first by giving a concept of strongly primal ideal which is followed by illustrating its
implications with strongly prime ideals, strongly primary, and also with strongly irreducible ideals. In
addition, we introduce fuzzy primal ideal, fuzzy strongly primal ideal, and fuzzy almost primal ideal and
also discuss their relations among each other and with the other existing fuzzy ideals in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND
PRELIMINARIES
Following [1] an element a is called prime to an
ideal I, if ab I implies b I and an ideal II is a
primal ideal if the elements which are not prime to
I form an ideal P called an adjoint ideal of I. An
element aR is said to be almost prime to an ideal
I provided that raI-I2 (with rR) implies that
rI. An ideal I of a ring R is called an almost
prime if xyI-I2 implies either xI or yI [2,
definition 2.4]. If A (I) denotes the set of all
elements of R that are not almost prime to I, I is
called an almost primal ideal of R if the set A(I) 
I2 forms an ideal of R [3]. A proper ideal I of R is
said to be almost primary ideal if whenever abII2, then aI or bRad(I) [4, definition 2.1].
An ideal I of a commutative ring R is said to
be irreducible if an ideal I is not the intersection of
two ideals of R that properly contain it. An ideal I
of a ring R is irreducible if, whenever I is the

intersection of two ideals i.e., I = J K, then either
I = Jor I = K. An ideal I of a ring R is said to be a
strongly irreducible if for ideals J and K of R, the
inclusion JKI implies that either J I or K I
[5]. By [1, Theorem 1], every irreducible ideal is a
primal. A prime ideal P of R is called strongly
prime if xyP, where x,yK, then xP or yP
(Alternatively P is a strongly prime if and only if
x-1PP whenever xK\R [6, definition, page2].
Similarly an ideal I is a strongly primary ideal, in
the sense that xyP, x, yK implies that either
xP for some n1or yP.
Throughout R will represent a commutative
ring or an integral domain, we will clarify it
regularly in our discussion whenever it is required.
The concept of fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations
were introduced by Zadeh [7]. Fuzzy subgroup
and its properties were discussed by Rosenfeld [8].
After this, the notion of a fuzzy ideal of aring was
introduced by Liu, Malik, Mordeson and
Mukherjee. Fuzzy relations on rings have been
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introduced by Malik and Mordeson [9]. Fuzzy
ideal  of a ring R is said to be fuzzy prime, if it is
non-constant and for any two fuzzy ideals  and 
of R, the condition  implies that 
or. It is well known that  is fuzzy prime if
and only if (0) = 1, is a prime ideal of R and
|Im( )| = 2 [10, Theorem 3. 5.5]. Fuzzy ideal  is
called fuzzy primaryif it is non-constant and for
any two fuzzy ideals,  of R, , implies
 or  [10, Theorem 3.5.5]. Let  be an
integral fractionary fuzzy ideal of R then  is
strongly primary fuzzy ideal of R if for any
fractionary ideals,  of R,  implies that
or [11, Definition 4.1]. A fuzzy ideal 
in a Noetherian ring R is called irreducible if  ≠ R
and whenever 1 2 =  where 1 and 2 are
fuzzy ideals of R, then 1 = or 2= [12,
Definition 4.1]. A proper fuzzy ideal  of a ring R
is said to be strongly irreducible if for each pair of
fuzzy ideals  and  of R, if  then either
 or  [13, definition 2]. We recall few
terminologies from [14, 11].
Let t ={xR: t (x) 0}, a level set, for every
t[0, 1]. For a subset W of R, let W(t) be the fuzzy
subset of K such that W(t) (x) = 1 if xW and W(t)
(x) = t if xK\W, where t[0, 1). Let R be an
integral domain, a fuzzy R-submodule  of K
(quotient field of R) called a fractionary fuzzy
ideal of R if there exists dR, d≠0, such that
d1R(t) for some t [0,1). If  be a fractionary
fuzzy ideal of R then |R is a fuzzy ideal of R. If
|R is a prime (maximal) fuzzy ideal of R, then  is
called a prime (maximal) fractionary fuzzy ideal
of R. If (x) = 0 for all xK\R, then  is called an
integral fractionary fuzzy ideal of R. Thus, if  s a
prime (maximal) integral fractionary fuzzy ideal of
R, then Im ( ) = {0, 1, t} for some t[0, 1).
In section 2, we introduce and discuss strongly
primal ideal and its relations with strongly prime
ideals, strongly primary, and also with strongly
irreducible ideals. In section 3, we introduce fuzzy
primal ideal, fuzzy strongly primal, and fuzzy
almost primal ideals. All basic notations,
terminologies and definitions of fuzzy are referred
to [7, 9, 12, 14].

2. STRONGLY PRIMAL IDEAL
In this section we introduce strongly primal ideal
and describe its few characteristics. We discuss
few relations of strongly primal ideal with strongly
prime, strongly primary, and Strongly irreducible
ideals.
Definition 1. An element xK\R is said to be a
strongly prime to an ideal I of a ring R if xyI then
yII, for all x, yK\R.
Remark 1. Every strongly prime element to an
ideal I is a prime to I.
In case of integral domain we may define strongly
prime element as:
Definition 2. We call an element x is a strongly
prime to an ideal I of an integral domain R if,
xyI implies that yI, for all x, yK(where K is a
quotient field of R).
We define a strongly primal ideal as:
Definition 3. An ideal I of a ring (or an integral
domain) R is called strongly primal if the elements
that are not strongly prime to I form an ideal P
called the strongly adjoint ideal of I.
We interpret one important result regarding
strongly primal ideal in the lemma below.
Lemma 1. If an ideal I is a strongly primal ideal of
a ring R, P is a strongly adjoint to I if and only if
abI and bRIaRP. Conversely, whenever
aP, there always exist an element bK\R not
contained in I such that abI.
Proof. Straightforward.
Remark 2. If I is a strongly primal ideal of an
integral domain R, then bc and bare not at the
same time prime to I whatever the element c, b- c
shall be not strongly prime to I.
Remark 3. Every strongly primal ideal is a primal
ideal.
Remark 4. In an integral domain R an ideal I is a
strongly primal ideal and P be strongly adjoint to I
iff abI, bI implies aI where a, bK(quotient
field of R) and conversely, whenever aP, there
always exists an element b not in I such that abI.
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Remark 5. Elements which are not strongly
primal to I can be represented into a residue class
ring R/I the zero factors, so we can define the
strongly primal ideal as: In R/I the zero factors
form an ideal P/I, where P is a strongly prime
ideal.
Proposition 1. If R is an integral domain then
strongly primary ideal is a strongly primal.
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so that a and b are not strongly prime to I. We
have to show that an ideal I is a strongly primal
ideal, since aR I and bR I. Clearly I: (a) and I:
(b) are proper divisors of I hence their intersection
I : (a)  I : (b) = I : ((a) + (b)) cannot equal to I it
implies that a-b is not strongly prime( prime) to
I. Hence the result follows by lemma1 and Remark
2. Similarly we can prove it for any integral
domain R.

Proof. Indeed, the elements that are not strongly
prime to a strongly primary ideal I are only the
elements of its prime radical (because strongly
prime implies prime) which constitute strongly
adjoint ideal P for a strongly primal ideal I.

Remark 6. If I is a prime ideal then it is strongly
irreducible every strongly adjoint ideal is a
strongly prime and hence prime  strongly
irreducible.

Hence from the above proposition we conclude
that:

We may express implications as:
Strongly primary ideal  strongly primal ideal

Strongly primarystrongly primal.



Strongly prime ideal  strongly irreducible ideal

Converse of the above proposition does not hold.
We illustrate it with the example.
Example 1. Consider a polynomial ring R= Q[x,
y] and consider ideal I = (x2,xy) is a quasi-primary
ideal with the radical (x) and is strongly primal
with strongly adjoint ideal (x, y).
Now xyI but neither xI nor ynI for any n.
When the converse of proposition1 holds? We
present a proposition here to clarify the matter.
Proposition 2. A strongly primal ideal is a
strongly primary ideal if it is a quasi-prime and
also its prime radical and strongly adjoint (which
is a strongly prime and hence a prime) prime ideal
coincides.
Proof. Let us assume that I is a strongly primal
ideal and also a quasi-prime, further it’s prime
radical is coincides with strongly adjoint prime
ideal P. We show that I is a strongly primary ideal.
Consider abI, bI ) aP (strongly adjoint
ideal) arad (I) (by assumption) therefore it
follows that anI for some n. Hence an ideal I is a
strongly primary.
Proposition 3. Every strongly irreducible ideal in
a commutative ring R (resp. in an integral domain)
is a strongly primal ideal.
Proof. Assume that an ideal I is strongly
irreducible ideal, also suppose that elements a,bI

3. FUZZY PRIMAL AND FUZZY
STRONGLY PRIMAL IDEALS
This section consists of three subsections. In first
subsection we introduce fuzzy primal ideal while
in second we discuss fuzzy strongly primal. In
third section we introduce fuzzy almost primal
ideal.
3.1. Fuzzy Primal Ideal
In this subsection first we introduce the concept of
fuzzy primal ideal and then we defined some
relations of fuzzy primal ideal with fuzzy prime,
fuzzy primary and fuzzy irreducible ideals.
We initiate with the following definition.
Definition 4. Let R be a fuzzy ring, I be a fuzzy
ideal of R. An element  is said to be a fuzzy
prime to an ideal I if I, impliesI.
Definition 5. An ideal I is said to be a fuzzy
primal ideal of a fuzzy commutative ring R if the
elements which are not prime to I form a fuzzy
ideal  called an adjoint fuzzy ideal to I.
Remark 7. If I is a fuzzy primal ideal of a fuzzy
ring R then  together, with  is not a fuzzy
prime to I whatever the element  ,  shall be a
non-fuzzy prime to I.
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Here we define necessary and sufficient conditions
for any fuzzy ideal to be a fuzzy primal ideal.

2> I1 1 is not a prime to I and thus by
remark7 and remark8, I is a fuzzy primal ideal.

Remark 8. A fuzzy ideal  is a fuzzy primal ideal
and  is a fuzzy adjoint ideal to  if and only if for
all , R such that I,  implies I and
conversely, whenever there

3.2. Fuzzy Strongly Primal Ideal

exist fuzzy ideal  contains  there always exist an
element v such that I and I.
Remark 9. It is straightforward that, for any fuzzy
ideals  and  of R, together with  is not a
fuzzy prime element to a fuzzy ideal I whatever
element, their difference - shall be a non-fuzzy
prime to I.
Proposition 4. Every fuzzy adjoint ideal to a
fuzzy primal ideal is a fuzzy prime ideal.
Proof. Let R be a fuzzy commutative ring and  be
a fuzzy adjoint ideal to a fuzzy primal ideal.
Following definition5, implies that  and
all elements which are not a fuzzy prime to fuzzy
ideal I forms an ideal (fuzzy adjoint ideal)  such
that  for all elements of a fuzzy ring R ;,,
… which are fuzzy prime to a fuzzy ideal I are
not contained in , so we have  and
 hence  is a prime fuzzy ideal.
Proposition 5. Fuzzy primary ideal of a ring R is
a fuzzy primal ideal.
Proof. Suppose  is a fuzzy primary ideal clearly 
is a non-constant and for any two fuzzy ideals 
and  of R,  implies or. Suppose
so  = P be a fuzzy adjoint ideal to 
such that for all elements ;,, … in a fuzzy ring
R, P and thus  is a fuzzy primal ideal.
Proposition 6. Every fuzzy irreducible ideal in a
fuzzy ring R is a fuzzy primal ideal.
Proof. Suppose I is a fuzzy irreducible ideal of a
ring R, also elements 1, 2 are contained in I so
that for all elements , , … in a ring R we
have, 1I, and 2 I. We have to show that
I is a fuzzy primal ideal, let < 1 >= R, where < 1 >
is a fuzzy (improper) principal ideal of R. Since 1
< 1 > I and 2 < 1 > I. Clearly I: 1 < 1 >
and I: 1 < 1 > are proper divisors of I hence their
intersection I: 1< 1 > I: 1 < 1 > = I:< 1 +

In this section we introduce and discuss fuzzy
strongly primal ideal of an integral domain.
We also establish few connections of fuzzy
strongly primal ideals.
Definition 6. Let R be a fuzzy ring with quotient
field K and I be a fractionary fuzzy ideal of R. An
element K is said to be a fuzzy strongly prime
to an ideal I if I, implies I
(where, K).
Definition 7. A fractionary fuzzy ideal  is said to
be a fuzzy strongly primal ideal of an integral
domain R, if all the elements fuzzy non-prime to
an ideal  form an ideal  (a fuzzy strongly adjoint
ideal to a fuzzy strongly primal ideal).
In remark 10, we give necessary and sufficient
condition for any fuzzy ideal to become a fuzzy
strongly primal ideal.
Remark 10. A fractionaryfuzzy ideal  of a fuzzy
integral domain R is a fuzzy strongly primal ideal
and  is a fuzzy strongly adjoint ideal to I if and
only if there exist, K
(Quotient field of R) such that  and  it
implies  and conversely, whenever , there
always exist  not contained in such that.
Remark 11. If an ideal I is a fuzzy strongly primal
ideal then together, with is not fuzzy strongly
prime to I whatever the element, shall be not
strongly prime to I.
Proposition 7. If R is an integral domain then
every fuzzy strongly adjoint ideal to a fuzzy
strongly primal ideal is a strongly prime fuzzy
ideal.
Proof. Let R be a fuzzy integral domain and be a
fuzzy strongly adjoint ideal to fuzzy strongly
primal ideal. Following definition12, we have
elements, K (quotient field of R) such that
, and there exist a fuzzy strongly
adjoint idealwhich contains .
By assumption for all elements (,, …K)
strongly prime to , such that
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is a strongly prime ideal.
Proposition 8 .In an integral domain R a strongly
fuzzy primary ideal is a fuzzy strongly primal
ideal.
Proof. Suppose  is a strongly fuzzy primary
ideal, clearly  is non-constant and for any two
elements, K (quotient field of R),
implies  or . Suppose  so  =P
be a fuzzy strongly adjoint ideal to, such that for
all,, …K fuzzy strongly prime elements to,
 P= and thus  is a fuzzy strongly primal
ideal.
Proposition 9. Every fuzzy strongly irreducible
ideal in a fuzzy ring R is a fuzzy strongly primal
ideal.
Proof. Straightforward as in proposition 8.
3.3. Fuzzy almost Primal Ideal
In this section we introduce fuzzy almost prime
ideal of a fuzzy integral domain.
We call an element  of a fuzzy ring R a fuzzy
almost prime to an ideal I if, whenever  I-I2
 I.
We may define few more terminologies.
Definition 8. A fuzzy ideal I of a fuzzy ring R is
said to be a fuzzy almost prime if  I-I2
implies either  I or  I.
Definition 9. A fuzzy ideal  is said to be a fuzzy
almost primal ideal of fuzzy commutative ring R,
if it is non-constant and for any two elements,
R, such that -2 and whenever there
exist a fuzzy ideal such that. We call  a
fuzzy almost adjoint ideal to a fuzzy primal ideal.
Definition 10. A fuzzy ideal I of a fuzzy ring R is
said to be a fuzzy almost primary if whenever
 I-I2 implies  I or rad (I), where, R.
Definition 11. Let I be a proper fractionary fuzzy
ideal of fuzzy integral domain R, I is said to be a
fuzzy strongly almost primary ideal if for any,
K (quotient field of R)  I-I2 implies I or
I. If I=P then we call I a strongly almost Pprimary ideal.
Here we discuss few relations among the defined
ideals.
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Proposition 10. Fuzzy almost primary ideal of a
fuzzy ring R is a fuzzy almost primal ideal.
Proof. Let  be a fuzzy almost primary ideal of
fuzzy ring R. Clearly  -2 implies
or. Assume  it implies =P be a
fuzzy almost adjoint ideal to  such that for all
elements  (, , …) contained in R, =P,
this implies that  is a fuzzy almost primal ideal.
Proposition 11. Every fuzzy almost adjoint ideal
to a fuzzy almost primal ideal is a fuzzy almost
prime ideal.
Proof. Let R be a fuzzy ring and  be a fuzzy
almost adjoint ideal to fuzzy almost primal ideal .
Following definition11, we have -2
implies that there exist a fuzzy adjoint ideal such
that there exist a fuzzy ideal such that
this implies that for all , , … not contained in
, we have  implies  is a fuzzy
prime ideal.
4.
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